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DEDICATION

To combat-wounded veterans, and all traumatized people, many of whom are still
suffering in silence. Let suicide or self-harm never be your answer, and instead find
healing in arts, creativity, science, sports or recreation, nature, or whatever you must
cling to as you work to heal. Your life is precious to me!
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ABSTRACT

FRAGMENTED LENS OF WAR
Kevin P. Wallace, MFA
George Mason University, 2020
Thesis Director: Gail Scott White

Fragmented Lens of War is a visual and poetic exploration of the trauma of war. Looking
both below the surface of the ocean and the surface of my own mind, this thesis searches
out invisible wounds and the resilience needed to overcome them. The challenge is to
look beyond appearances, and examine the fragmented spaces of war – the fighters and
victims – the survivors and the suffering – the tormentors and refugees – the politics and
environment – and observe the spaces where they all intersect and diverge. This thesis
follows the exhibit Fragmented Lens of War, and investigates the spaces of conflict and
the people in them through an exploration of the German U-boat U-352.

viii

I. INTRODUCTION

Like many, I was prepared to lay down my life for my country each time I
shipped off to war. There were a few times when I genuinely believed the cost would be
my life, but, sadly, it has turned out to be much more. The sacrifices paid in combat
cannot be quantified in dollars or time, but they are counted in tears shed by those who
love and support us while we are downrange or healing back at home. They are
calculated by the pain felt for the senseless loss of so many brothers and sisters, foreign
ideologists and those bystanders caught in the fray.
I am a wounded warrior, a Purple Heart recipient, have earned a Bronze Star with
Valor for extreme heroism, and I am not ashamed to admit this. But on some of my worst
days, I saw such extreme evil, brutality and cruelty that my moral scope is forever
damaged. On the outside I look just like any other person, and relish that. However, I am
typically withdrawn and often emotionally numb.
Fragmented Lens of War is an exhibition born out of a quest for self-discovery.
While seeking understanding of what fine art, the environmental state of the oceans, and
healing meant to me, I volunteered to work with the Central Caribbean Marine Institute
(CCMI) in Little Cayman. For a number of years I had been creating art myself, and also
attending weekly art therapy sessions, and exploring their overlaps. However, through
propaganda:
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scuba diving and environmental volunteerism, I discovered an amazing world filled with
remarkable creatures, far from the deafening din of Washington D.C. politics.
I began creating photos and videos of the underwater spaces, but part of me still
remained stuck. Violence continued to plague both my unconscious and conscious mind.
As hard as I tried not to notice, violence existed underwater, just as it does up here, but it
is purposeful and necessary down there, unlike the extreme evil I witnessed at war.
Despite the juxtaposition between violence in the oceans and that on the front lines of
war being unsteady, I sought to capture large ocean predators, in attempt to appease
whatever was subconsciously plaguing my dreams.
Before revealing the Fragmented Lens of War exhibition, it is pertinent to
understand the roots to my desire to explore art. Unlike the Deleuze and Guattari rhizome
(Deleuze, Guattari, & Massumi, 2013)i, the extraction of my art practice better resembles
a mighty oak; patriotism is the core, but the limbs fragment into so many passions.
Sometimes these limbs are difficult to describe through vocabulary, and attempting to do
so has been handicapped by multiple Traumatic Brain Injuries (TBI); art opens the
possibility of a new language,

which I divulge so much, and still leave the right

amount unsaid.

governments
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II. THE GENESIS

In a search for self-discovery, I wanted to understand what fine art, photography
and healing meant to me, and explore their intersections. Through analyzing the work of
past and present artists, exploring paths of recovery for other veterans, and looking
deeply inward, I decontextualize the fallacies about people like myself, and then
reconstruct truth into my artwork.
Part of this study is realizing my own pathways from the relatively innocent 14year-old who first held a camera, to the rugged trails that blackened my soul, polarized
my mind, and rendered me a simple soldier, unable or unwilling to think beyond survival
and reduced to a binary set of truths in nearly everything. As that pathway continues, I
realize the route has been a steep climb, and to trudge upward in exfiltration has been
much more difficult than sprinting down into valleys of death and despair. But I am
climbing, I am trudging, and I am seeking understanding, and this important journey can
be reflected in my art. Knowing this, I also must realize I cannot shed the memories of
the girls of Afghanistan who seemingly joyfully shake their hips to the zirbaghali under
the protection of the sun, yet are raped and besieged, legs split open to sew the seed of the
next tormentor at night. These girls, kids as young as nine or ten, sold into slavery.

Tell
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dangerous winter covers grass
snowfall; frozen spurs
Bantam heads poke up
survival… unforgiving… cruel
a blanket’s weight
knowledge refused; it breeds ambition
little girls shan’t consume diminutive minds with such troubles
Dance the rubab!
shake hips to zirbaghali
day’s late now
no water to carry, hijab to mend
just put that small hand on a wrinkled, old penis
Fruitless battles waged, she tires,
legs forced open
blessed the next Taliban spawn
green grass
rendered
brown
A blade of grass.

you
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Then there’s the Bacha Bazi; yes, don’t think for a moment only girls suffer
sexually at the hands of evil men. I see a young boy, tied to a table and casually raped by
a dozen Afghan police men – “wrong tribe, wrong language, not my business,” I was
told, “it’s a local matter.” Can I shrug all this off? I doubt it, but perhaps I can make it
into an art that can touch a heart, open a pair of eyes or ears, and help get the polarized
political minds of the West to see beyond their own troubles, and have a genuine look at
evil happening just beyond their gaze. But where
does this leave me in my own pursuits of selfhealing?
For me, making art underwater is the
perfect mix. As a war veteran, artist, life-long
photographer, scuba diver, and environmentalist,
there seems to be no better place to make
photographs than in the beautiful aquatic world

Figure 1 MRI scan of Kevin Wallace’s lungs.
(Photo from DoD medical records)

under the sea where colors are vibrant and sometimes surreal, and wildlife is exotic and
exquisite. I love to be in the ocean, under the water, where all that noise fades away and I
can be part of the natural order and beauty of aquatic life.
My path to the ocean was seemingly paved vertically, so getting to where I am
now was a hard climb; it took healing. Not the type of healing rendered by the 126
medicines the Department of Defense (DoD) and Veterans’ Affairs Administration (VA)
have prescribed to me over the past ten years, but an authentic, peaceful and blissful,
what
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actual healing. Frankly, I have a lot to heal from. In total I was diagnosed with 158
different injuries or illnesses during my military service, but most notably I was shot with
a rocket-propelled grenade, hit with an improvised-explosive device blast, and have
suffered burn and shrapnel wounds, back trauma, two traumatic-brain injuries, nerve
damage, hearing loss, chronic knee issues, and internal damage to my lungs, liver and
gastro-intestinal tract.
Psychologist and art therapist Judy Weiser said, “photo-interactive activities are
used to increase people’s own self-knowledge, awareness, and wellbeing … reduce social
exclusion, assist rehabilitation … bring attention to issues of social injustice, enhance
education, … and produce other kinds of photo-based personal/emotional healing and
learning” (2018)ii. Separately, a study by the Cody Unser First Step Foundation in
partnership with Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine concluded that scuba
diving is very therapeutic to people with mental illness, particularly people who have
suffered trauma and veterans of war. “Scuba diving provides a unique environment with
many therapeutic characteristics that simply can’t be replicated on land. Mental and
emotional benefits abound also – it’s a place where patients may be able to focus, be
more in control and feel a sense of achievement” (Scott, 2013)iii.
Making art underwater allows others to see the beautiful aquatic world under the
sea where colors are vibrant and sometimes surreal, and wildlife is exotic and exquisite. I
love to be in the ocean, under the water, where all the noise from above fades away, and I
can be part of the natural order and beauty of aquatic life. Under the sea, larger fish do eat
to think
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smaller fish, but it’s all part of a larger ecosystem and there’s purpose. Up here, humans
will attack humans for material objects, power or greed. It’s chaos, and its mindnumbing.
“Photography provides ‘grounding’ in realty and helps [clients] cope with internal
chaos. Photography stimulates visual thinking.” said psychiatrist Alexander Kopytin
(2004)iv. Up here on land, life is always noisy. In the divided political climate we
currently face, I find life in America deafeningly loud; sometimes it’s even inescapable.
There are really only two ways I escape the insanity of humanity, and they are making art
and diving under the sea. Optimally, when combining both, real healing takes place.
However, to create the Fragmented Lens of War exhibition in itself posed several
challenges, many of which stem from my physical condition as a result of war; a serious
lung illness called sarcoidosis has been a real challenge. Yet, the creation of Fragmented
Lens of War has been years in the making, and the first major challenge I faced with it
was not physiological, but rather commitments to the DOD and VA.
While in the military I dedicated my photojournalism pursuits to showing
common threads of life existing across oceans and mountains in some of the poorest parts
of Asia and the Middle East, in the oldest parts of Europe, and in modern life and the

Figure 2 Excerpt from Kevin Wallace's Department of Defense medical records.

but
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state-of-the-art machines of North America. Weiser says “the actual meaning of any
photograph lies less in its visual facts and more in what these details evoke inside the
mind (and heart) of each viewer – including the person who took it” (2018). Through
photography I tried to capture historic events artistically and found unique ways to
showcase common life.
I committed myself to showing the world what it is to love, hate, laugh and be
afraid – to showcase the world as it is, while revealing how life could be. However, the
military was great at censoring creativity and keeping me locked in a photojournalistic
box, so to blossom as an artist in much of the way Weiser explains, it was paramount that
I first leave the service, which I had no qualms with, being I had already dedicated two
decades of my youth to the government, and made some steep sacrifices along the way.
Still, with a plethora of medical issues (despite being nearly all combat-related), leaving
the military was an uphill battle. It took the DOD and VA about two years to recognize
my ailments as being service-limiting and service-connected, despite 1164 pages of
documentation in my DOD medical records. So, in 2016, I began a terrific battle for my
own freedom, which eventually came in January of 2018. Though I achieved a significant
victory when I was finally medically retired and deemed 100 percent total and
permanently disabled by the VA, I would still face an enormous fight against my own
body, both physically and mentally, before I could follow my dreams of making art
underwater.
I suffered my second TBI on April 4, 2011 during an intense fight where a team
do
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of 11 of us fended off a complex Taliban ambush of nearly 140 enemy fighters. During
the second day of that fight, the Taliban began hitting my team with back-to-back RPGs,
and the fifth one on our location hit roughly five feet behind me in the sand, but when it
exploded it fragged me with burning hot shrapnel, and threw me through the air and head
first into a wall. I spent a while recovering from the injury, and faced multiple internal
battles with the invisible wounds of war. However, none of that ever stopped me from
making art, it just altered my art and poetry into something darker and more disturbing.
Through years of exposure to blasts, burn pits and toxic environments, I
developed a unique lung disease.
After months of labs, tests and a battery of internal
probes and biopsies, doctors determined I most likely had
sarcoidosis of the lungs, and in September 2016, they stated,
“Cardiology has already evaluated his chest pain. Radiographs
and chest CT were notable for mediastinal and hilar
lymphadenopathy as well as RUL micronodular infiltrate
consistent with radiographic stage II sarcoidosis … He has
extensive environmental exposures secondary to his
deployments in support of OEF (IED blast 2010, RPG fire
2011)” (Medical Records, 2018)v. In layman’s terms, I could
barely breathe and walking up a single flight of stairs would
nearly shut down my respiratory system. On October 20, 2016,
doctors put me on a full military profile, stating, “no

Figure 3 Biopsy photos of Kevin
Wallace's lungs. (Photo from DoD
medical records)

not
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cardiovascular exercise.” A medical evaluation board was formed, so the DOD and VA
could determine if I were fit to continue to serve. As my aspiration of retiring from the
military was coming closer to fruition, my dream of becoming an underwater
photographer was slipping away. It’s simple biology, if I can’t breathe going up a single
flight of stairs, there’s no way I would ever be cleared to SCUBA dive. “Certain diseases
in which there is scarring or inflammation of the lung tissue (such as sarcoidosis,
eosinophilic granuloma, interstitial fibrosis or scarring due to other causes); anyone who
has previously experienced a spontaneous (without diving) pneumothorax or pneumomediastinum faces heightened risk of this injury (Moon, 2002)vi. Depression set in.
Over the course of the next few years, dozens of doctors would try a multitude of
treatments, and though they pumped me full of steroids, the nodes in my lungs did not

Figure 4 A barracuda swimming over the U-352 wreck. (Photo by Kevin Wallace)
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blindly

react and I continued to struggle breathing. To make matters worse, two years of no
exercise and high-dose steroids, coupled with depression and increasing anxiety caused
me to gain about 45 pounds, leaving me fat, depressed, uncertain whether I would be
retired from military service and still unable to reach my dreams. I had committed the last
two decades of my life to spotlighting human experience and the wide array of
circumstances in which humanity overcomes or succumbs to the climate it faced. During
those years I myself had faced tremendous danger from hostile enemies and appallingly
oppressive regimes. I had seen children raped without consequence, young girls –
children sometimes – forbidden education and sold as sex objects to men in their 40s. I
had seen so much evil that I believed my soul was blackened and warped, but I had
physically survived it all, so it was ironic and at the same time profound that I myself
would succumb to growths in my lungs which I could neither see nor comprehend fully.
Art and eventually the Fragmented Lens of War exhibition provided a mental
escape from this situation. As I simultaneously strengthened my lungs, recovered from
sarcoidosis and other ailments, and researched, I began making art under the oceans.
Renowned psychologist and art therapist Dr. Ellen Horovitz states “we can only be aware
of ourselves to the extent that we can self‐reflect; our existence at any moment is a
summary of selective memory and, within the distortive nature of that process, also a
partial fiction created only by what we can know of ourselves and have introjected from
others” (2016). My art is now a product of self-reflection about deep internal trauma,
while at the same time overcoming physical disabilities which limit my ability to make
the art that heals most.

follow
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Figure 6 A shark swimming near the U-352 wreck. (Photo by Kevin Wallace)

Figure 5 A jelly fish near the dive boat, about 80 feet above the U-352 wreck.
(Photo by Kevin Wallace)

Instead
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II. DISCOVERING U-352

The idea for the Fragmented Lens of War exhibition came to me on a scuba dive
off Morehead City, N.C., as I was pursuing the endeavor of making art underwater while
healing. Psychologically I was striving to evolve into a beautiful creature, one that was
far from the flames of war. However, as I continued to research in the oceans, ironically
predator aquatic life captivated me. I embarked on a journey off the coast of Morehead to
photograph sharks; however, in the process, I discovered something different.
I met up with seven other military veteran divers in Morehead to spend two days
diving shipwrecks, which were said to be home to a pungent population of nurse sharks,
sand sharks and tiger sharks. Additionally, large barracuda, goliath grouper, and Moray
eel were supposed to be plentiful. We set out by boat before sunrise and began the twohour voyage just in time to arrive at a wreck shortly after typical shark-feeding times,
which in theory would allow us to get closer to the marvelous predators when their
bellies were fullest and least likely to show aggression. The plan was for us all to execute
controlled descents in buddy pairs on an anchor line, descend 120 feet down to the
anchor, which was tied off adjacent to a shipwreck. Once there, the plan would be to
break off into buddy pairs and explore the wreck and sharks, ascending together slowly at
a dive computer’s conservative setting and decompression-time warning, allowing for a
5-minute decompression stop at 60 feet, and a 5-minute safety stop at 20 feet. The
weather was terrible that morning, and the sky was dark and cloudy, wind and rain
think
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whipping across the boat and water surface. To add to the situation, the water was very
choppy and there were four- to five-foot swells, so we had to adjust the plan slightly and
enter the water using negative insertion, which meant we had to attach extra weight to
ourselves, remove all the air from our buoyancy control devices, breathe our lungs empty
of air, stride into the surf feet first and fall to 20 feet, meet buddy pairs there and then
perform a controlled descent together.
Entering the water, I descended to 20 feet and waited for my buddy there. The
water was very cold and even at 20 feet, it was pretty dark down there. Being in dark,
shark-infested waters was unnerving, but I calmed my breathing, focused my mind and
calmy waited for my buddy to arrive. When he did, I spent a few minutes mask-to-mask
calming his nerves as well. I could tell he was feeling then what I had felt a few minutes
prior, and a panicked diver is extremely dangerous to themselves and to me, so we both
turned on our primary lights and waited until I could tell he was calm before signaling
our descent. We soon began our journey to 110 to 120 feet below the surface by pulling
ourselves downward, hand-over-hand on the anchor line, he following me by about 5
feet, but still close enough so we could both see each other. At about 60 feet down I
stopped to wait as I was moving faster than he. As I hung onto the anchor line in
darkness, except for my light, I felt a tail fin swat my back. Looking back I saw that a
moderate-sized shark had passed me closely, checking me out, and brushed up
against my back. I tried hard to stay calm and still; sharks sometimes see rapid
movements as aggression. She swam around for another few passes and when my
for
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buddy arrived, she swam away into the darkness. We continued our descent.
At about 80 feet the clouds and rain above must have cleared, because light
returned to the ocean – as much light as one would expect to get at 80 feet down.
Consequently, without my dive-light and by natural light alone, I could make out the
dark figure of a boat below. We continued our descent and as we moved downward,
the figure became more clear to me and I was sure it was a German U-boat wreck. I
had always heard the Nazis ran military operations of America’s East Coast, but at

Figure 7 A jelly fish in the 20 foot deep water, above the U-352 wreck. (Photo by Kevin Wallace)

yourself
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that point I had not done much further research on the matter. We continued the dive and
saw several sharks, flounder, grouper, barracuda, jellyfish, lionfish and the rusted wreck
of what I was certain was a U-boat.
After the dive, we each had a 1.5-hour surface interval to decompress our bodies of
excess hydrogen accumulated at depth prior to being able to safely dive again. I asked the
dive master and first mate if either of them knew anything about the history of the wreck
we just dove; neither did. Once the captain was free, I asked him if he had any
information about the dive site. He said it was German U-boat U-352 but knew little else.
He said he thought it was sunk by a U.S Navy ship in World War II (WWII). We
accomplished our second dive and then returned to land. That night we were supposed to
all meet up for dinner and drinks. When I got to my hotel room, I began researching U352 and a few hours later found myself deeply enthralled in learning about the wreck.
Being so absorbed in research, I forgot about the meet, so was late to dinner. Excitingly
arriving fashionably late, I couldn’t wait to tell everyone the significance of U-352,
which was sunk by Coast Guard Cutter Icarus on May 9, 1942, and was the first German
boat American forces sunk. The 33 German sailors captured in the fray were the first
Nazi Prisoners of War (POWs) captured by American forces, which would end up
providing a lot of intelligence about U-boat operations near the U.S. coast. Finally, I
reported to my dive buddies that there were still the entombed remains of 13 German
sailors trapped inside the wreck we were diving on, which gave me an overwhelming
feeling like we were playing soccer in a cemetery. As I excitedly informed my dive
buddies of all I learned, no one seemed to care at all – but I was captivated!
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and

Figure 8 The POWs from U-352 arrive in Charleston, S. C. (Photo courtesy of the National Archives)

Later I discovered a blue print plan of the Type VIIC U-boat, which was
commanded by German Capt. Hellmut Rathke. I printed the plans and began taking notes
about what I learned, scribbling the following information on the printed plans:

challenge
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“U-352:
Crew: 41 men and 4 officers
Left Flensburg on 1 April 1942 for first combat mission.
Left St. Nazaire (France) in mid-April for second combat mission to North
Carolina and to “torpedo alley” to sink supply ships supporting allies in Europe.
Sunk by U.S.C.G. Cutter Icarus on 9 May 1942.
First U-boat sunk by American forces.
First German POWs taken.

Chain of Command:
U-352 Commander:
Kapitanleutnant (U.S. Navy equivalent – Lieutenant Junior Grade) Helmuth
Rathke, 32 yrs old

U-352 Executive Officer (XO):
Leutnant Zur (U.S. Navy equivalent – Ensign) See Josef Ernst

Icarus Commander:
Lt. Junior Grade E.D. Howard (Coast Guard Reserves)

Icarus XO:
Chief Boatswains Mate Harry R. Ford (Active Duty Coast Guard).

18
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The Sinking of U-352:
U.S.C.G Cutter Icarus sunk a German submarine of the 517-ton class while
enroute to Key West, Florida, on 9 May 1942. The attack occurred about 25 miles
south of Cape Lookout, N.C., in 120 feet of water.

At 1625 EWT on 9 May 1942, while cruising at 14 knots on course 2350T, sound
contact was made sharp on the port bow at a range of 200 to 1800 yards. At a time
interval estimated from 4 to 9 minutes later an explosion was heard, seen and felt
on the port quarter. The estimated range varied from 100-200 yards.

33 survivors of U-352 were taken aboard Cutter Icarus. U-352 was sunk at
latitude 34.12.05N and longitude 76.35W” (Commanding Officer, 1942)vii..

“Interrogations:
Reveal ‘U-352 was present in St. Nazaire during 27 March 1942 raid by British
Commandos. Germany denies. Many prisoners admitted the raid but all, without
exception, obstinately refused to divulge info of any damage done to U-352.’

‘From POW statements, there is reason to believe another U-boat was in the area
when U-352 was sunk.’

institutions
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‘Midshipman Ernst Kammerer, son of a Berlin engineer, is a characteristically
truculent product of the Hitler youth movement. He was born in Canton, China,
and has been in the Navy since 1940. After serving on a destroyer, he volunteered
for the U-boat arm.’

‘The trip to America seems to have required about 3 weeks. The boat cruised at
slow speeds presumably to conserve fuel.’

‘About 2 days before their sinking, an airplane spotted them, this time dropping 2
bombs,’ prisoners said. ‘The boat escaped without damage.’

‘None of the crew would admit, upon questioning, that he saw the U.S. coast at
any time. They were allowed, however, to tune in on American radio programs on
the boat. They like Jazz (“weltanshawang”).’

‘They made a few successful attacks.’ A coxswain said, ‘a total of 7 or 8
torpedoes were fired on different occasions.’ The next attack on Cutter Icarus
would be their last!

U-boat Tactics:
Rathke said he did not like operating in shallow water. Speaking of being sunk, he
said, ‘30 meters of water, what could I do?’
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and

Figure 9 Blueprint of German U-Boat U-352 with Kevin Wallace's hand annotation of notes taken from
previously classified and secret War Department and Department of Navy reports. (Photo by Kevin Wallace)

governments
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Hitler & the Navy:
Rathke spoke of Hitler as a ‘genius who has unified all the German peoples to
Europe.’

He said Hitler likes the Navy. On cruise ships, Hitler dines in the wardroom
listens attentively to conversations and clarifies.

Rathke said he disliked the Japanese, but said Germany had to accept them as
allies against Russia. Russia abused prisoners with castration. Germany would
conquer Russia in the end” (Office of the Chief of Naval Operations, 1942)viii.

say.
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propaganda:
III. HISTORY INVADES MY MIND

After two days of diving and studying the U-352 wreck, I became obsessed with
the history, and then began to question my own emotions relating to the incident, and
about the 13 entombed Nazis. Unable to understand my own feelings regarding the
wreck, much less vocalize these sentiments into words, I decided to explore expressing
the saga of U-352 and Icarus through art. As a military war veteran myself, the
relationship I have to the wreck’s history, and dead German sailors, would only add
authenticity to the exhibit. This desire to express this ship and these enemy men’s passing
at war by American Coast Guard hands evolved into the Fragmented Lens of War
exhibition.

If I could draw a line from Capes Hatteras to Lookout, it would
mirror the shape of a banana
or a bow
The mighty recurve bow
or a long bow?
like the Ocracoke hunted with
but that was another time,
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The bow would extend southeastward off Morehead, it would
reach miles over the briny foam
or the waves
The pitiless abysmal ocean
or torpedo-alley?
like where the Germans hunted Allies
but that was another time,

At the bow’s end, where the string nock grooves the limb into
submission, I dropped into 115 feet of cold
or a thermocline
The 13 souls entombed
or in motionless adrift?
like a tear-drop there, I melted into the abyss
but that was another time,

45-degree at starboard they say, off the Icarus port-quarter, where
Rathke’s kismet error destined 45 sailors
or Nazis
The Odious of the ‘40s
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tell

or victims of Hitler youth?
brains washed with youthful capitulation
but that was another time,

The glimmering barracuda shifts the slumber abound, stinging
jellies and razoring sharks hunt the wreck
or the tomb
The forgotten nemesis conscripts
or their burial ground
Sickened that I too bore enmity camouflage
but that was another time!
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you

Figure 10 U-352 POW officers Ens. Ernst Kammerer, Capt. Hellmut Rathke and Lt. Oskar Bernard are
photographed upon arrival at Fort Bragg. (National Archives photo, re-photographed by Kevin Wallace)

“One person's
'barbarian' is
another person's
'just doing what
everybody else
is doing’” (Sontag, 2003)ix.
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what
I was born to a veteran father, who was born to a veteran father too. My maternal
grandfather was also a veteran; both grandparents veterans of WWII. I have immediate
family members who served in WWII, Korea, Vietnam, and the Gulf War, and I myself
served in Iraq and Afghanistan, among other places. Some may say I was born a patriot; I
disagree. I do not believe people are born with values or ideas, but rather learn these
things. Sometimes ideas are forced on people at a very young age, so in certain ways,
one’s values are somewhat out of a person’s control. I remember patriotism, respect for
authority, for military and first responders, and for the flag reinforced in my siblings and
me as early as I can remember; none of it was optional. That said, I ironically felt a
certain kinship with the dead Nazi sailors entombed in that wreck. What choice did they
have in their lives? At what age did their brainwashing begin? Despite me valuing
diversity of gender, race, and religion, and the Nazis being intolerant, I began to question
all I thought I knew of that terrible time in German history. This sent me on a dreadful
whirlwind of emotions, drastically going from feelings of sympathy, to feelings of hate,
and then back to sympathy again, and repeat. Even as I created the Fragmented Lens of
War exhibition, my emotions relating to the dead entombed German sailors was never
resolved. But one thing was certain, probably like them, I too fought for what I believed
was right, but there never really is a right or wrong in war, just victims on all sides.
“So far as we feel sympathy, we feel we are not accomplices to what caused the
suffering. Our sympathy proclaims our innocence as well as our impotence. To that
extent, it can be (for all our good intentions) an impertinent- if not inappropriate-
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response. To set aside the sympathy we extend to others beset by war and murderous
politics for a reflection on how our privileges are located on the same map as their
suffering, and may- in ways we might prefer not to imagine- be linked to their suffering,
as the wealth as some may imply the destitution of others, is a task for which the painful,
stirring images supply only an initial spark” (Sontag, 2003).

Figure 11 A U.S. Marine 1st Lt. helps a U-352 POW understand his Basic Personnel Record form.
((National Archives photo, re-photographed by Kevin Wallace)
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but

Figure 12 A U.S. Navy sailor butters a cracker for a U-352 POW at Charleston Navy Shipyard.
(National Archives photo, re-photographed by Kevin Wallace)
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do

Figure 13 U-352 Torpedo Configurations from German blueprint.
(National Archives photo, re-photographed by Kevin Wallace)
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not
not

IV. FRAGMENTED LENS OF WAR IS BORN

not
not

After months of intense historic research, I began creating the Fragmented Lens

ofnot
War exhibition in February 2020. The exhibit has three distinctly separate components,
not are: art, history, and secrets. Art contains video art, sound art and a series of eight
which
not
photographic
representations. History is a series of 11 National Archive historic
photographs of the U-352 POWs, which I then re-photographed. Secrets are a series of
six historic photographs, the U.S. Navy’s Coast Guard Cutter Icarus vs U-352 incident
report, and a formerly classified SECRET U.S. Navy document containing interrogation
files, documenting the interrogation of U-352 POWs. Among the many questions left
unanswered, the Fragmented Lens of War exhibition, located at https://www.colourbleach.com/u-352, questions the integrity of historic archives, and other media and
government systems. It does not attempt to answer any questions or truly inform, rather
to generate questions about war, and about truth.
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blindly

Figure 14 A ‘screen shot’ of the Fragmented Lens of War exhibition homepage.
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follow

Figure 15 A 'screen shot' from The Art section of the Fragmented Lens of War exhibition.
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instead

Figure 16 A 'screen shot' from The Art section of the Fragmented Lens of War exhibition.
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think

Figure 17 A 'screen shot' from The History section of the Fragmented Lens of War exhibition.
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for

Figure 18 A 'screen shot' from The History section of the Fragmented Lens of War exhibition.
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yourself

Figure 19 A 'screen shot' from The Secrets section of the Fragmented Lens of War exhibition.
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and

Figure 20 A 'screen shot' from The Secrets section of the Fragmented Lens of War exhibition.
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challenge

Figure 21 A 'screen shot' from The Secrets section of the Fragmented Lens of War exhibition.
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institutions, and

In the year I was born, the bass shook my soul
I learned about symphony

Star shells illuminated the field, mortars too
Bringing up the bass, they echoed, “boom, boom, boom!”
Booming through the night, they brought a beautiful demise

The bass shook my soul

I celebrated my birth in their blood
“Rat-a-tat-tatting,” came the snare
Ma deuce & the pig … living percussion to my fragile ears

A screeching, “tsuuu-uuu-ish” from above
Miraculous show of force, flares pop like the 4th of July
It takes the part of the trombone, but not the rusty type
Sick minds ruminate
It’s a glissando of death passing by
Then the Drum Major whistles from the sky above
500lbs of freedom explodes. Fuck yeah!
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governments.

“Zing, zing … ting, zing, zing,” rings out the triangle from the Humvee hood
7.62s shatter my camera lens, I just smile

“Pop, pop, popping,” an M4? 14? 16? It doesn’t really matter
Play follow the tracer’s nose; it always knows
Rock, rap, country, jazz – too much to consider

The symphony I know has been played since the beginning of time

The instruments change

Music remains

The year I was born, the bass shook my soul.
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